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VERBALIZATION OF THE CONCEPT SIN IN THE PROSE MARIY MATIOS 

 

In the article we research a key lexeme-concept «sin» in the texts Maria Matios, define the 

archetypical basis and ideological conceptual and ethicall-moral functions, carry out deep 

linguostylistic studios. We also consider the influence of a conceptual lexeme on the formation of 

an imaginary code of the author’s language thinking. 

We emphasize that in Maria Matios’s prose a special panorama of a semantic and 

semantically symbolic field of a sin opens before a reader. Along with archetypical semas others 

are also activized but the conceptualization of a sin mainly turns round in the sphere of a sacred 

Christian world outlook. In some moments in Matios’s characters a Christian world outlook is 

closely connected with a ritual-magic one. 

We point out that connotative specification of the investigated lexeme carries unusually 

rich cultural and ethnic national information caused by intra- and extralingual  factors. 

Submeanings go to the national language level, in some cases mentioned ethnically caused 

semantic onbuilding even dominates over a proper biblical basis. 

Key words: concept, sin, archetype, sema, Bible, sacred, language thinking, motivation. 
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SPORTS REPORT AS MIRROR OF PUBLIC LANGUAGE 

(BASED ON FOOTBALL TV BROADCASTING) 

 

In the article the role and the condition of the modern Ukrainian public speech are defined, 

the level lingual culture in the sphere of sport journalism is fixed as well. The most typical 

phrase, lexical and grammar errors in the speech of the football commentators are 

characterized. In this article we prove that task of everybody, especially public, Ukrainian - 

увгсфеу linguistic patriotism to create functional style all areas, including Ukrainian sports 

journalism, to be worthy of the memory of those who defended our language cost of living in the 

time of prohibition and repression. 

Key words: culture of speech, social language, speech error, phrase, vocabulary, 

grammar. 
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NEOLOGISMS IN TEXTS PRZEMYSL ALMANAC 

MIDDLE OF XIX CENTURY 

 

The analysis of the neologisms and nonce words (occasionalisms) of the Ukrainian 

standard language formation in the 19th century in Halychyna is conducted in the article. The 

topic is based on the lingual sources and material of “Lirvak znad Sianu” 1850 and 
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“Peremyshlanyn” which Peremyshl’-press printing in 1850-1964. Presented neologisms were 

innovative attempts at linguistic and literary work of contemporary Galician authors, designed 

to replenish and expand their vocabulary. From the perspective of today, these words are not 

entrenched in active use, but neologisms became an important step in the creation of a new 

Ukrainian literary language, and some of them could re-enter the active consumption in modern 

Ukrainian literary language. 

Key words: neologism, the Ukrainian standard language, Halychyna, nonce word 

(occasionalism), literary norm. 
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ON THE QUESTION ZERO SUFFIXAL NOUN DERIVATION (SUFFIX -ja) 

 

The composition of derivative nouns with suffix – flex -ja in the Old Slavic Language and 

its semantics were identified, it was also shown what secondary actual semantics the derivatives 

with primary meaning developed. In first forming -jа was “alive” suffix, and then –j of this 

format “disappeared” in the structure of a word: combined with non-labial consonants it 

assimilated with the previous consonant and disappeared, but with labial “j” it transferred to 

labial + l.   Morphological alterations were established in the period of de-phonology of “j”, 

that were taken into consideration during word forming of new nouns. Differentiation of 

etymology and word formation gave reasons to abandon the introduction of a j- in the derivation 

analysis, and such derivatives as гребля (<grebja) (dam), торгівля (<torgovja) (trade), круча, 

(<krutja)(cliff) started to belong to null suffix formations.  

Key words: suffix-flex -ja, the Old Slavic Language, primary meaning, secondary 

semantics, de-phonology of “j”, morphological alterations, zero suffix derivatives. 
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PHRASEOLOGICAL UNITS WITH "COLOR" 

IN THE LANGUAGE PICTURE OF WORLD UKRAINIAN 

 

In the article universal and ethnic characteristics of color names composed 

phraseologizms – symbols of national linguistic and cultural specificity – are detected. High 

frequency use of chromatic and achromatic of color names in Idiom anthropocentric orientation 

associated that color functional realities are universal and can be easily used in the construction 

of different linguistic and cultural patterns, including phraseology. Proved that the color code is 

related to the ancient archetypal representations of man, is carried information about cultural 

norm, is reflected Ukrainian outlook settings: encoding, describes, structure and estimates of 

human existence. 

Key words: phraseological units, color term, language picture of world, semantics. 
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STATE LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF EASTERN 

HALYCHYNA LATE XIX – EARLY XX CENTURIES IN CONCEPT M. LOZINSKII 

 

This article the state of linguistic and cultural development of Halychyna late XIX – early 

XX century is characterized, the prospects for further development of the region based on the 

analysis of works of Michael Lozinskij «Formation of Ukrainian crownland in Austria» (1915), « 

Halychyna life in Ukraine» (1916), «Forty years of «Enlightenment», «Іn the 40-year 

anniversary of the Society» (1908), «Ukraine’s and Russophiles among Ukrainian-Russian 

people in Halychyna» (reprint edition, 1994) is outlined. It has been proved that the end of the 

nineteenth – early twentieth century, a period of significant change in the consciousness of the 

Ukrainian people, primarily its best part – the intelligentsia, through which significantly 

intensified political and cultural life of the Ukrainian Dnieper and Ruthenium Halychyna, which 

led to the emergence of many Ukrainian parties, the media, educational institutions, scientific 

societies, organizations and associations. 

Key words: linguistic and cultural situation, language, education, literature, academic 

life, Galicia, crown land. 
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 GUTSUL LEXICAL DIALECTICISMS IN MARIIA OSTROMYIRA NOVEL  

«ON THE FAST CHEREMOSH» 

 

In the article gutsul lexical dialecticisms in Mariia Ostromyra’s novel «On the fast 

Cheremosh» («Nad bystrym Cheremoshem») is analysed. Semantics of revealed gutsul dialectal 

words has been determined, the most representative groups of examined vocabulary have been 

established. Artistic functions which dialecticisms perform in the novel are specified.  Proved 

that without the gutsul dialect vocabulary is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve artistic 

credibility in ethnographic development of gutsul art world. Hutsul dialect vocabulary is also an 

important means of typing characters in fiction and individualization of speech. 

Key words: dialecticism, gutsul dialect, gutsul dialectal vocabulary, functions of 

dialecticisms, Mariia Ostromyra. 
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APPOSITIONS-ETNONYMS IN UKRAINIAN FOLKLORE 

 

In the article the semantic features appositions-ethnonyms in the works of oral folklore had 

researched. The structure apposition combinations to indicate national-ethnic characteristics of 

man in folklore texts had determined. It is found most often in folklore texts were the generic 

names apposition, at least – separated apposition to explain the personal pronoun or gave 

explanatory specify information about the main word. It was proved that the most common 

ethnonyms-appositions is «Ukrainian», «Tatars», «Poles», «Jews», due to the subject of 

Ukrainian folklore, its social and public areas. 

Key words: apposition, apposition's construction, word, ethnonym, nation, folklore, 

common name, proper name. 
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DEYKTIС-ANAFORIC FUNCTION OF GRAMMEME NOT PARTICIPANT 

COMMUNICATION IN POLISH 

Tthe specifics third person as a component of semantic-syntactic category of persons and 

particularly its representation in the Polish language in contrastive aspect had analyzed in the 

article. It was shown that characteristic semantics grammeme non-participant communication 

was grammatical relation - direct or covert - to the performer of action. There was determined 

definitions of subject-personal, indefinite-personal and personal use generalized forms of verbal 

3rd person. 

Key words: syntactic category of persons, grammar, semantics, the subject, the third 

person, deyksys. 
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FORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT OYKONIMIYA SAMBIR DISTRICT 

 
In the article the semantic analysis of word building oykonims modern Sambir district Lviv region 

was made. The names of those villages that existed on the territory of the land to the middle of the last 

century and officially registered in the directory of administrative-territorial division of Ukraine in 1947 

was made too. It was found that the investigated territory witnessed settlement nominated by all known in 

onomastyka principles: anthropological which determines the attitude man to settlements; space which 

outlining the settlement with respect to other geographic features in a particular area; domestic defining 

characteristic settlement features as it’s property; ideological which by locality attributed to certain 

philosophical, political, legal, moral, religious or artistic values. 

 It was proved that a number of oykonims is ancient Ukrainian or early old Ukrainian in origin 

since very ancient, archaic part was represented oykonimobuilding models. 
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 Key words: Sambir district, oykonim, anthroponym, principle of nomination, oykonimobuilding 

model, etymon, Slavic autochthonous own personal file name. 
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SYMBOLISM IN IMАGERY 

OF THE WEST-UKRАINIАN PROSE 

 

The symbols in their constructive interrelations and semantic forming functions, which are 

revealed within idiostyle and reflect specific character of artistic image of the writer’s world 

have been studied in this article. The study of the symbolism is one of the main tasks of the 

linguistic poetics. The specific character of the West-Ukrainian author’s as well as the 

peculiarities of individual author’s realization of traditional images with symbolic semantics 

have been studied. The theoretical statements regarding language, conceptual picture of the 

world have been studied in this thesis. 

Key words: idiostyle, language picture of the world, conceptual picture of the world, 

cognitive linguistics, symbol, archetypic symbol. 
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SYNTAX NOMINATION AS A MEANS OF COPYRIGHT 

REFLECTION OF THE WORD 
 
Cross-language transformation of syntax nominations in Ukrainian parallel translations of the 

same text is classified in the article. It is allocated the role of intepriter in selecting the most effective 

nomination, which reflects his linguistic competence and personality perception of reality. It is concluded 

that meanings of syntactic units shows the richness of the Ukrainian language considering its national 

specifics. It is shown, which factors influence the choice of one of the options syntactic means in 

the texts Ukrainian translation of the source text. 
Key words: cross-language transformation, parallel translations, syntax nomination, variability, 

koreferentnist. 
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CONCEPTUALIZATION OF WOMAN’S IMAGE 

IN THE UKRAINIAN AND RUSSIAN PAREMIAS  

 

The linguistic parameters of concept “woman” are considered in paremiological units, 

presented in collections “Galician-Russian Folk Bywords” by I. Franko and “Proverbs of 

Russian People” by V. Dal. 

Through the prism of cultural and semantic motivation revealed and systematized 

proverbs, which is built on the basis of the concept in Ukrainian and Russian, defined relations 

between the studied proverbs and cognitive processes of conceptualization. Established that 

analyzed concept had a complex structure. Verbal means of representing its characteristics, 

form a frame consisting of two opposing mikrofreymiv - with the sign "plus" and the sign 

"minus". This approach made it possible to distinguish several thematic groups studied 

proverbs. 

Key words: concept, conceptualization, small folk-lore genres, paremiological units, 

proverbs, thematic group. 
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FUNCTIONAL LOAD LOCAL DIALECTIS 

IN A SPEECH DISCOURSE INDIVIDUAL 

 

The motives of the use of dialect in works of art was investigated in the article. There was 

five of them: writing works native dialect as the official literary language version of the author 

was unknown; reproduction local dialect for its rekonservation; special stylistic attitude of the 

author; the desire to reproduce color language characters; spontaneous use dialectism or 

reґionalizm which was lain in the subconscious of the author. Article richly illustrated examples 

of the works of Ukrainian writers. 

 Key words: dialecticisms, local subdialects, Hutsul dialect, stylistic guidance (purpose), 

linguistic colouring. 
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CONCEPT 'CLOTHES' AS A MEANS OF EXPRESSION PERSON'S 

APPEARANSE 

(based on works of M. Stelmakh and Y. Andrukhovych) 

 

The concept ‘clothes’ on the material the novels «Thinking of you» and «The geese-swans 

fly» by M. Stelmakh and «The recreation», «The moskoviada» and «The perversion» 

byY. Andrukhovych is explored in the article. This concept was part of makrocontsept the 

‘appearance of the person’s’, and was delimited on mikrokontsepty that enable detailed analysis 

of clothing. Proved that the person's appearance is one of the essential and effective ways of 

opening image of the hero, his description and characteristics, as appearance is a direct 

addition to the inner world of the individual. 

 Key words: the concept, appearance of the person's, the clothing, the socialist realism, the 

postmodernism. 
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THE IMАGE POTENTIАL OF PROVERBS  

WITH THE COMPONENT HEAD IN 

«GALICIАN-RUTHTNIАN FOLK BYWORDS» 

 

In the article FU semantic structure of the component head ші іегвшув щге, system 

relations within this phraseology series with the construction of the hierarchical structure of 

ideographic description of the object of the study is deduced; the role of cultural information in 

the internal form of FU in the formation of idiomatic meaning is found. 

Key words: phraseologism, paremia, component head, semantics, somatisms, folk 

tradition. 
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LINGISTIC CULTURАL INTERPRETATION OF FLOROCONCEPT GRASS 

WITH DIACHRONIC POSITIONS IN THE UKRАINIАN  LANGUAGE 

 

In the publication dynamic changes in the structure and semantics floroconcept «grass» in 

the Ukrainian language is uncovered.  The folklore tradition immanence natural component in 

the ideological picture of the world Ukrainians is characterized; a  analysis of floristic concepts 

is carried out; the modern trend of perception floroconcept as an equal participant in the 

dialogue with the world is described. 

Key words: floroconcept, cultural linguistics, diachronic, the Ukrainian language. 
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PLACE AND IMPORTANCE OF LANGUAGE  

IN HUMАN LIFE АND SOCIETY 

 

In the article a brief definition of the language is provided; the influence of language on 

human and society, its place and significance, cultural and linguistic relations, which are 

investigated in more than one direction, from two directions, is revealed. After the explanation of 

the significance of the language focuses on the importance of literature in human life and 

society. All this generally indicates that the language is a means of formation and cultural 

expressions of society, create and use this language. 

Key words: language, culture, folklore, national and universal values. 
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TEACHING OF O. O. POTEBNJA AND RELICS OF THE INDO-EUROPEАN 

HUNTING VOCABULARY IN APPELLATIVES AND ONIMS OF UKRAINIAN 

LANGUAGE: DATA ANALYSIS SYSTEM 

 

In the article obtained on the basis of a systematic analysis of data on the creation and 

functioning of hunting vocabulary in the language of Indo-European proto-Ukrainian population 

and circumstances succession of vocabulary in Ukrainian is analyzed. 

In order to promote research on the history and etymology of the Ukrainian language the 

actual source base expand through the use of creative ideas of the founder of Ukrainian 

historical and comparative linguistics O. O. Potebni and the application of modern 

achievements of systems theory and systems analysis for theoretical modeling and restoration 

pluperfect social and linguistic processes that can not reveal the traditional methods of 

linguistics. Disclosed advantages of the method of system analysis to expand the information 

base for studies on etymology, place names and ancient history of Ukraine. 

Key words: language formation systems, system analysis method, the Sanscrit, etymology, 

Indo-European hunting vocabulary.  
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METAPHOR AND ITS GRAMMATICAL EXPRESSION 

IN O.PАKHLOVSKА'S COLLECTION "VALLEY OF TEMPLES" 

In the article the functional characteristics and the expression of grammatical metaphors 

in the poetry of Oksana Pokhlevskoy.The article analyzes the noun, adjectival and verbal 

patterns of metaphor in poetry Oksana Pakhlovska. Showing different metaphorical construction 

of these models, to determine their functional load. 

Key words: metaphor, metaphorical construction, grammatical structure, semantics. 
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RUSSIFICATION OF THE UKRAINIAN SURNAMES 

 

The article discusses the conditions and causes of the Ukrainian surnames’ distortion, 

which have been inherited by the indigenous ethnic group of sovereign Ukraine since the days of 

autocratic ideology of Ukrainians’ assimilation by Russian tsarism and CP SRCR. With this 

purpose, thorough family hereditary deformation of Ukrainian anthroponyms was conducted in 

terms of closer ties with Russian phonetic, accentological, orthoepy and grammatical norms. 

Keywords: surname, state ideology, orthoepy, orthography, accentology, assimilation’s 

language policy, cross-language contacts. 
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MORPHONOLOGICAL PARAMERERS OF WORDBUILDING NEST OF 

ADJECTIVES FROM THE TOP ON  

-г(ий) -к(ий) -x(ий) 

  

In the article the wordbuilding nests of adjectives -г (ий), -к(ий) -x(ий) in terms 

morphonology are analized: formal-grammatical characteristics of vertex words is made, 

morphemic structure reasoning basis and derivative suffixes is described, the structure of the 

contact zones is analyzed, morphonological positions are characterize and basic 

morphonological modifications that mark derivatives are described. 

Key words: morphonological transformation, wordbuilding nest, transitional 

palatalization, increase the suffix, alternating stress. 
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VERBAL IMAGES AND SYMBOLS THAT FORM PHRASEOLOGICAL UNITS IN 

THE CONTEXT OF LEXICOGRAPHICAL ARRANGEMENT 

 (based on Ukrainian , Russian and Polish) 

 

The article proposes a new approach to contrastive description of phraseological units in 

dictionaries, namely by imagery-signification centers which are represented as inner form of 
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phraseological units. The categorial and semantic types of verbal images and symbols, which 

motivate the phraseological meaning, are delimited. Their cognitive and connotative potential is 

determined. 

Established that at the present stage of intensive development of Slavic frazeohraphy 

important is the description of idioms in different types for dictionaries and associative and 

thematic (similarity, contiguity, contrast) and semantic-thematic factors. 

Proved that verbal images and linguistic and cultural symbols as signs and as motivating 

component idiomatic meaning, as well as the presentation of the material in the dictionary of 

idiomatic rich differential features (frequency, not frequency) and play an important role in the 

formation of idioms with varying degrees idiomatic. 

Key words: idiom, phraseological unit, word images and symbols, imagery and 

semantic center, symbolic meaning, dictionary entry. 
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FUNCTIONAL LOAD ETNOEYDEM IN ARTISTIC TEXT VASYL STEFANYK 

 

 The article examines the ethnolinguistic aspect of the inner form of a keyword in Vasyl 

Stefanyk's text, investigates the mechanisms of mentally marked information retranslation by 

inner form of a nomen from the national picture of the world into the individually-authorial one. 

 It is alleged that the functional load of the internal form words as «repeater» 

presupozition of language picture of the world in individual author lexical fabric is 

characterized by its ability to activate consciousness linhvobearers for apperception not only 

semantic surface work but also etnoaksiological measurements realities of the environment, 

localized in it.   

Proved that konotatems in a text Vasil Stefanik perform associative and figurative, 

expressive,  etnoilustration, tekstocreative functions. 

Key words: inner form of a word, associative-imaginative potential of inner form of a 

word, picture of the world, ethnoeydem, ethnoimage, ethnotext, connotatem. 
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«THE HEART OF EVERY COIN INSCRIBED» 

(noun poetic Heroes of the Square) 

 

For the first time in the Ukrainian linguopoetics maidan poetry, especially one of its 

fiction segments – onomastics, is reflected in linguostylistic categories taking into consideration 

a wide contextual surrounding and a number of extralingual factors. The noun of Heavenly 

Hundred heroes and other significant personalias of Maidan is researched on the level of 

dominant words-concepts (megaimages) and on the basis of a component analysis we define the 

range of their semantic stylistic, symbolic association derivatives, poetic valency. 
We generalize that names and surnames of Heavenly Hundred heroes became recognizable and 

have been immediately transformed into nationals symbols. Tragic poetic onymicon is somehow balanced 

by significant names of those who served a model for millions of rebels and also changed the history. 



Key words: maidan poetry, fiction noun, antroponym, image, association, symbol, sacred, 

language thinking.  
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GRAPHICS AS A MEANS LANGUAGE GAMES 

(based on the prose of Yuri Izdryk) 

The article reviews pragmatic role of graphic symbols, drawings, tables, fonts, schemes, 

etc by Jurij Izdryk’s prose. Proved that. Graphic spelling violations directed at the game, 

shocking, strengthening of appeal and expressive feature of postmodern prose and caused oral 

conceptually, although formally writing text representation. 

 Alleged foundation of modern Ukrainian graphics as a combination of all printed and 

handwritten signs, up grapheme, punctuation marks and apostrophes, various methods of 

reducing words, use spaces between words, capital letters, indentation, various underlined and 

printed text - and selection using different fonts, which differ in size, pattern, stroke thickness, 

shape, lines, etc. inclination to the vertical. 

Key words: text, graphical tools, postmodernism, graphic, stamps, handwritten signs. 
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OCCASIONAL WORD JOINING IN MODERN ARTISTIC LANGUAGE:  

FUNCTIONS AND STRUCTURAL VARIATIONS 

 

In the article is shown that the individual authors’ neologisms perform in the text not 

only expressive, but also nominative-cognitive function. It is emphasized on their structural 

heterogeneity. It is showd that among individually authored word-joining it is advisable to 

distinguish between unit-equivalents of nouns, adjectives, verbs, interjections. The article 

confirms that the joining is heterogeneous in terms of graphic design: they can be written 

together and hyphenated, capitalized and small, quoted and without them.  

 Key words: occasional derivation, occasional case, lexical and syntactic derivate, word-

joining, expressive function, nominative function. 
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THE TITLE BUKOVYNA FOLK COSTUMES 

IN LANGUAGE OF WORKS SIDOR VOROBKEVYCH 

 

 In the article an author analyses the thematic group of vocabulary on denotation of 

traditional folk costumes of Bukovynians as ethnic group of Ukrainians in artistic texts of the 

famous Ukrainian writer of Bukovyna S. Vorobkevych. It is singled out five lexical-semantic 

groups of the dialectical names: „clothing and its details”, „footwear and its parts”, 

„headgear”, „decorations”, „accessories”. 

Key words: dialectal names of folk clothing, thematic group, lexical-semantic group, 

national and cultural component. 
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«HUMAN LIFE AS NOT EVENING SUN…» 

(symbolic loading of the term love in Ivan Franko’s poetry) 

 

The article is dedicated to lingual stylistic analysis of the term “love” symbolic meanings 

in Ivan Franko’s poetry; the leading role of symbols in the system of language artistic expression 

is emphasized. The functional and stylistic features of the term “love” is determined. We had 

ilustrated symbolical semantics of lexeme “love”, which considered to be the important 

constituent of Ivan Franko’s symbolical vocabulary and one of the main signs of master’s 

creative thinking and creative process. 

Various semantic, symbolic and own autologous meanings of the term “love” has been 

distinguished and illustrated in the concrete examples. 

The expressive potential of the symbol “love” has been researched, the stress is laid of 

the author’s virtuosity of introduction the symbol into the context. The semantic, stylistic 

culturological peculiarities of the symbol “love” was analyzed.  

Key words: symbol, symbolic meaning, lexeme, seme, semantic field, term “love”.   
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VOCABULARY OF PHRASEOLOGICAL USAGE IN IVAN FRANKO’S RESEARCH 

AND PRINCIPLES OF ITS FORMATION 

 

In the article the main principles creation of the idiomatic expressions' dictionary of 

scientific works of Ivan Franko are considered. There is presented a brief review of studies of 

this problem, the notion of an “idiomatic expression” is defined as the object of a lexicographic 

elaboration. There also are clarified the peculiarities of description a registred unit, as well as 

the placement of its presentation together with the motivation for the unit’s elaboration.  

There, too, the views of the interpretation of the semantics of idiomatic expressions and 

their examplifation. Design of a registred unit is one of the complicated questions during the 

phraseological vocabulary formation; each idiomatic expression is presented in its primary form 

in the registry which is determined with the help of correlation of a phraseological unit with this 

or that part of speech.   

Key words: idiomatic expression, lexicographic elaboration, entry, semantics, illustrative 

examples, dictionary article, dictionary of idioms. 
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TRANSLATION AS THE NATIONAL FORM OF RECEPTION  

(ukrainization of works written by Gorthe and Dostoyevsky) 

 

The article is devoted to the analyze the features of the translations Goethe’s and 

Dostoyevsky’s literary works by Ukrainian translator Ivan Franko. The form of the 

Ukrainianization of original poetry and translations are highlighted. This process can be called 

secondary adjustment reception works of art. It is marked that the necessity to investigate 

peculiarities of translation foreign texts into Ukrainian forms actuality and problematic of the 

mentioned investigation. 

It is pointed that Franko partially shortens text to make it simpler for the readers, 

introduces a lot of phraseologisms. The conclusion is that feeling the text subtly, the interpreter 

thinks about the Ukrainian listener and that’s why he uses traditional Ukrainian forms. 

Key words: reception, translation, comparison, poetics. 
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FIGURATIVELY- EVALUATIVE PROPERTIES OF A FOLK SONG IN THE 

LANGUAGE OF UKRAINIAN HISTORICAL NOVELS ABOUT THE COSSACK ERA 

of the second half of the XX century  

In the article on examples of several historical novels how the folk song created figurative 

evaluation in texts is shown. It is indicated, that folklore songs deepen perception of separate 

images, cause associations. It is underlined, that songs in the language of works complement 

lexical semantic, phraseological figurative pieces and emphasize stylistic of historical novels. 

It is marked, that language of song folklore is one of the streams which forms literary 

language. The influence of song folklore on creation the allegoric images is investigated, its 

property to make stylistic of literary historical prose more expressive is shown. 

Key words: national component, figurative evaluation, association, metaphorical context, 

symbol. 
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VERBAL IMAGE OF A SONG IN THE HISTORICAL NOVEL “MARUSIA CHURAI” 

WRITTEN BY LINA KOSTENKO 

 

The lexeme "song" as an active part of Lina Kostenko's poetic vocabulary is analised in 

the article. The stylistic peculiarities of the noun "song" is determined, its lexical compatibility, 

text surrounding and image parameters are found. 

It is pointed that the problem to study peculiarities of the word functioning in a poetic 

word of arts did not lose its actuality and that’s why Lina Kostenko's poetic heritage was a great 

sourse for investigations. 

It is investigated that the image of lexeme song is an important component of the national 

poetic picture of the world. 

Key words: word-image, national picture of the world, associative connections, poetic 

language. 
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WORD AS A MEAN OF ARTISTIC AND AESTHETIC VALUES FORMATION OF 

THE JUNIOR PUPILS IN THE PROCESS OF STUDYING THE LITERATURE OF A 

NATIVE LAND 

 

The article deals with the study of the native land literature as one of the ways of forming 

literary aesthetic values of primary school pupils. The authors of the article suggest their 

individual views on teaching the native land literature at the primary school, analyze the forms, 

methods and ways of studying and teaching the literary and cultural material.  

It is analyzed a modern state of the problem in methodical literature and school practice, 

works of the native land writers for studying in primary school are selected. 

It is proved that successful formation of artistic and aesthetic values in the primary 

school pupils is achieved with the help of using the systematic approach towards literary work in 

primary school. 

Key words: artistic aesthetic tastes, native land literature, literary excursions, case-

study, scrapbook.  
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CORRESPONDENCE AS A FACTOR OF CREATIVE CO-OPERATION: IVAN 

FRANKO AS ADDRESSEE 

 

The article is dedicated to value of correspondence as a factor in the process of co-

operation of creative personalities, who represent the culture of unfamily nations. The letters of 

German publicist and journalist Josef Beckmann which were written to Ivan Franko during 

1898-1899 are analyzed for the first time. They are the sufficient cause of description the role of 

Ivan Franko in the strengthening of Ukrainian-German literary relations on a fracture of XIX – 

beginning XX centuries. 

Key words: correspondence, creative co-operation, Josef Beckmann as an author, Ivan 

Franko as an addressee. 
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THE TEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL MODEL OF 

NATIONALOGICAL INTERPRETATION: BASIC POSTCOLONIAL ASPECTS 

 

The article outlines the main features of literary theoretical model based on the types of 

historical and literary interpretations discourse of national identity. It was found the main 
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backbone elements such as conceptual principles and ideas, hypothetical model of national 

identity discourse represented in books. 

 Key words: national identity, principle, nationalism, the discourse of national identity. 
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PRAGMATICS  AND INVERSION OF ARTISTIC MODALITY OF R.M.RILKE’S 

POETRY IN UKRAINIAN TRANSLATIONS OF THE 20TH CENNTURY 
 

The article deals with the first in the Ukrainian literature study reception of the 

pragmatics and inversion of artistic modality of R.M. Rilke in Ukrainian translations of the 20th 

century as an independent object of research. Certain potential of text perception, the 

dependence between the sequence of sign forms, literary image, and also aesthetical perception 

is examined; the reception of reader is specified. 

 Translations of R. M. Rilke’s works by the Ukrainian poets and interpreters V.Stus, M. 

Bazhan, M.Orest, S.Hordynskyj, etc., attempts to create artistic new perusal and the recreations 

of Rilke’s poetics features of aesthetic object, attempt to pass the features of his poetics of 

artistic modality in Ukrainian, make the extraordinarily interesting and important object of this 

research. 

Key words: pragmatics, inversion, artistic modality, receptive perception of artistic text, 

semantic decoding, correlate, object, subject, syntactic strategy.  
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THE IMAGE OF SNAKE IN UKRAINIAN LITERARY TALE  

OF XIX century 

 

The article deals with the variety of the image of Snake perceptions in world culture and 

its presentation in Ukrainian tales texts of the XIX century. The author attempted to investigate 

why such characters are almost not present in Ukrainian literary tales, investigated how writers 

describe these creatures and which relation to characters the writer gives to reader.   

Key words: literary tale, image, character. 
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ADDRESSING AS FACTOR OF COMMUNICATIVE ORGANIZATION  

OF LYRIC WORK 

 

The article is devoted to investigation of specific of artistic realization of the principle of 

addressing in communicative organization of the lyric work. The external text and internal text 

types of realization of the principle of addressing are investigated. Historical sources of the 

lyrics appellative type and their connection with folklore and literary poetry are analyzed. The 

ways of future investigation of genre realization's specifics of the principle of addressing in 

communicative organization of lyric work are given. 

Keywords: lyric work, communicative organization, addressing, addressee, appeal. 
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METODOLOGICAL DIFFICULTIES AREAL RESEARCH: THE EVOLUTION 

OF THE CONCEPT OF BRNO 

 

The article discusses the problems of area studies, philological-area studies, comparative 

literature and genologii. Areal approach in literary are illustrated by the example of the Ota 

Philippe, Oksana Zabuzhko and Joseph Suhego. 

It was found that the initial sectoral syncretic implies less specialization of individual 

disciplines. Bring that dialogue in its instrumental form is primarily an instrument of change, 

change in the relationship between the participants in the dialogue, as the internal changes, in 

particular in mind, and changes in the external - in their existential situation. Dialogue inherent 

ability to be not only a peaceful exchange of views, but also weapons, weapon of combat. 

Key words: methodology, concept, areal studies, «spatial» philology, dialogue, «dialogue» 

cultures. 
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THE PROBLEM OF FOOD IN FANTASTIC NOVEL BY V.VYNNYCHENKO  

"THE SUN MACHINE" 

              

The article deals with the problem of food in "The Sun Machine" by V.Vynnychenko. The 

author points out that the invention of the Sun machine, which gave man a well-fed life, also led 

to stagnation and a lack of spirituality, anarchy and chaos, man's degeneration and savagery. 

Image-stylistic peculiarities of the novel are analyzed through a prism of esthetics and poetics of 

food.  

Key words: the Sun machine, symbolic images, sun bread, the sun.  
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ACTUAL PARADIGMS OF MODERN DIARY STUDIES 
 

 In the article provides a review of the actual paradigms of modern Diary Studies. The 

theories, concerning the sociocultural tendencies and historical factors, which had a remarkable 

influence on the formation and development of a diary as a self-sufficient genre have been 

analyzed. The typology of diary is an important aspect Diary Studies. This typology had controversial 

nature, due to the heterogeneity of approaches to its implementation. The typology of diary in scientific 

literature and diary classification criteria on which they are based have been analyzed. Emphasized the 

reliability of classifications built on account of the complex features of a diary as a genre. 
Keywords: Diary Studies, diary, paradigm, classification scheme. 
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GENERALIZED METHODS OF ACTIVITIES IN THE COMPETENCE-LANGUAGE 

EDUCATION (Primary School) 

 

The article deals with motivation, content and operational components of the Ukrainian 
language competency training based on consistent application of the system language and speech 
communications as a means of defining ways of forming generalized. It is shown that such training is 

aimed at development of students' desire for self-knowledge, self-active position to confirm 

comprehension and ideals of goodness, beauty, truth, love for the native and world culture. 

Key words: subjective experience, project method, complex exercises, interactive 

methods and forms, reflection, generalized ways of activities, intersubject integration. 
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THE USE OF PAGAN SYMBOLS IN MODERN PRODUCTS AS A MEANS OF 

ARTISTIC REFLECTION ETHNOWORLD 
 

 The article demonstrated the presence of beliefs, customs and rituals of Belarusians persistent 
characters, hallowed and ancient pagan belief, and later Christianity. Grounded significant role Slavic 
pagan symbols in modern ethno-cultural development of the individual student. We show that training 
includes real prerequisites for successful teach students of national artistic traditions. 

 Key words: ethnic culture, etnoworld, Slavic pagan symbols, ethnic values, artistic traditions. 
 Ref. 6. 
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TRAINING OF THEACHERS TO WORK FOR NEW LITERARY READER  

FOR CLASS 3 

 

The article reveals the training of future teachers to the work according to the new 

literary readers for the pupils of the 3rd form of different authors. It gives the comparative 

analysis of different authors’ readers. The literary readers are analyzed according to the school 

curriculum on the principles of availability, prospects, content. It discloses the methodics of 

work with folk and literary compositions contained in textbooks on reading. 

Key words: curriculum, textbooks, literary readers, analysis, principles, availability, 

consistency, continuity, perspective, educational process. 
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METHODICAL FEATURES OF FORMATION OF CALLIGRAPHIC SKILLS AND 

ABILITIES OF YOUNGER SCHOOLCHIELD AT THE LESSONS OF MATHEMATICS 

 

The article discusses the need for the formation of primary school pupils writing skills 

graphically correct numbers. Emphasized that it is an important component of calligraphic 

writing - a process which is related to the activities of all areas of the cerebral cortex, and which 

requires a long practice. Reveals the methodical peculiarities of formation calligraphic skills 

and abilities of younger schoolchield at lessons of mathematics, described typical mistakes when 

writing numbers and corrective work to eliminate them. 

Key words: graphic skills, calligraphy, writing, handwriting, junior student, figure 

Primary School. 
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FORMATION OF SPEECH CULTURE OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS 

IN THE STUDY OF MATHEMATICS 

The article deals with the conditions for successful formation of mathematical culture of students - 
a conscious understanding of the meaning of mathematical concepts, their proper terminology defining 
the exact use in speech. Practice proved lasting role in the development of mathematical skills perfect 
speech. The attention to the importance of skills translate natural language to formal. 

Key words: culture of verbal speech; mathematical terms; semantics of the mathematical 

language; syntax of the mathematical language. 
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ORPHOEPIC LITERACY AS A PART OF PERSON’S SPEECH CULTURE 
 

The article deals with the euphony as one of the most important features of Ukrainian 

language. It is marked that this feature consists of many components and needs a special 

phonetic organization; attention is paid to the orthoepical norms of literary Ukrainian language; 

underlined the importance of normative vowels and consonants pronunciation as well as 

separate sound combinations for the grammatical oral speech ensuring; the essence of such 

concepts as orthoepy, orthoepical norms, orthoepical literacy is revealed. Analysis of some 

research concerning the problems of language culture is shortly presented, opinions of famous 

philologists towards orthoepical norms are considered. Underlined the necessity to follow 

articulatory norms by each speaker; proved that orthoepical literacy is an important part of 

speech culture. 

Key words: orthoepical literacy, speech culture, articulatory norms, oral speech, phonetic 

language system. 
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SYSTEM VOCABULARY WORK ON THE LESSON UKRAINIAN LANGUAGE AS 

PRECONDITION INTELLECTUAL GROWTH OF PRIMARY SCHOOL PUPILS 
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The article found that the system dictionary of the Ukrainian language in class helps 

elementary school student to understand the basic laws of language, ensure the accuracy and 

beauty of Ukrainian word. 

It is proved that the lessons of the native language at primary school while exploring new 

words is important to use the etymological analysis – effectively taking enriching vocabulary of 

younger pupils, which is an important way to explain the meaning and spelling of words and 

develop pupils' interest in learning the Ukrainian language.   

It was found that the system of dictionary in primary school is one of the most effective 

means of enrichment, refine, and enhance language development of students. This work aims to 

enrich the vocabulary of active children. 

Key words: word, vocabulary work, the system dictionary of the lesson of the Ukrainian 

language, analysis, vocabulary, etymology. 
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FORMATION COMMUNICATIVE- SPEECH COMPETENCE IN PRIMARY SCHOOL 

AT LESSONS UKRAINIAN LANGUAGE 

 

In the article an author deals with scientific principles of communicative-speech 

competence of junior pupils; examines ways of perfection and development of dialogic speech in 

pupils in primary school, conditions formation theirs skills to build monologic coherent uttering 

at the lessons of Ukrainian language. 

 Key words: communicative competence, junior pupil, lessons of Ukrainian language, 

language skills, development of dialogic and monologic speech. 
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INTEGRATION OF FAMILY, SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY IN LANGUAGE 

EDUCATION OF CHILDREN 

 

 The article reveals the interconnection of family, school and public in the education of 

children. It is disclosed essence, conditions and the leading aspects of children education in the 

family. Attention is paid to the role of mother, father, teacher and educator in the becoming and 

development of schoolchildren. It is discovered the role of native language, literature, 

communication culture of children and parents, adults at school and in the public places. 

Key words: education, development, children, family, school, public, mother, father, 

teacher, native language, literature, communication culture. 
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PREPARING TEACHERS FOR REALIZATION OF PERSONALLY-ORIENTED 

EDUCATIONAL PROCESS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL                                      

The article reveals the problem of the training of teachers to the implementation of the 

personally-oriented educational process at the primary school. The pedagogical conditions when 

the educational process of new content may apply are disclosed. They are: the training of 

teachers to the implementation of the personally-oriented educational process; the creation of 

available environment at the lessons; the management of the educational process at primary 

school in the interaction with pupils. 

Key words: educational process, personally-oriented education, pupils, primary school, 

pedagogical conditions, environment, interaction, educational task. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURING TEACHING HISTORY IN 

HALYCHYNA 

(60-years of the nineteenth century - the first third of the twentieth century) 

IN THE CONTEXT OF NATIONAL-LANGUAGE EDUCATION    
 

The article reveals the development and the structuring History training in Halychyna in 

the period from 60-years of XIX s. to the first third of XX s. The curricula and textbooks of 

History for the pupils of Ukrainian public schools and gymnasiums are characterized. The aim, 

tasks, content, forms and methods of studying History by Galician pupils at public schools and 

gymnasiums of that time are disclosed. 

Key words: gymnasium, history, methods, textbooks, curricula, development structuring, 

content, education, forms, public schools, lesson, lecture, Ukrainian, Halychyna. 
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THE REALIZATION OF FUNCTIONAL-COMMUNICATIVE STUDY OF WORD-

FORMATION IN THE CONTEXT OF MODERN REQUIREMENTS TO LANGUAGE 

EDUCATION OF PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 

The article is dedicated to the urgent problem of functional-communicative approach to 

learning of native language, mastering of its word-formation subsystem by students of higher 

school.  



Such educational process allows learning the process of realization of language units in 

speech acts, which will provide the effective formation of lingual-speech competence of future 

primary school teachers. The study of word-formation in the functional-communicative aspect is 

based on understanding of word-formation as functional science and differs from traditional 

study by the fact that its base is not language’s form but its semantics. 

Key words: functional-communicative learning of a language, word-formation skills, 

word-formation process, functional-communicative word-formation, functional orientation of 

word-formation language units. 
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FORMATION NATIONAL- LINGUISTIC PERSONALITY EXPERT OF 

PRIMARY EDUCATION BY LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL MEANS 

 

 The article deals with country studying principles and objectives of organization of 

Ukrainian language teaching on the basis of the original and bright culture, created by 

Ukrainian people, reflected in mythology, traditions, customs, oral folklore, in the works of 

writers, in the history about Ukrainian people and their language; linguocountrystudying tasks 

as a means of forming national and linguistic identity of the student and the different linguists’ 

classifications about exercises and their semantic content are analysed. 

Key words: linguodidactics, linguistic and cultural principle, national consciousness, 

linguocountrystudying tasks: accumulative, associative, analytical, creative and constructive. 
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FORMATION ETHNOCULTURAL COMPETENCE 

FUTURE CHOREOGRAPHERS 

 

In the article the problem of forming ethnocultural competence of future choreographers in 

higher educational establishment is examined. Preconditions and socialpedagogical principles 

of ethnocultural competence of choreographer are reasonable. The structural components of 

choreographic preparation, that assist becoming of competent and professional choreographer, 

are distinguished. 

Key words: ethnocultural competence, choreographic art, ethnocultura, ethnopedagogics, 

ethnopsychology, choreographer. 
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